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Trackers Show at the United States Marine Corps Museum 
March 12-13, 2011 

 
 
The US Marine Museum Show of March 12-13, 2011 began very early for most 
Trackers at 4:00 a.m.  With a shower, shave and breakfast, they were off to 
Quantico arriving at 6:30 a.m. for setup.  The weather was bitter cold-- 26 
degrees with a wind of 10-15 m.p.h.  David Fair, the Education Director of the 
museum, met us at the loading dock.  With the experience of many events, the 
Trackers cars, vans and Krash 1 were quickly unloaded.  The vehicles then were 
parked in the outside lot by 8 a.m. 
 
Anticipation was high since the NMMC is such a unique and unusual venue. In 
preparation for the show opening in less than 2.5 hours, the crew was anxious 
because of the difficulty in setting up the layout.  The problem is the lack of 
references.  All the walls are curved and the floor design and markings are not 
square. The plan called for a reverse 90 degree curve using the wide radius 
modules.  Since the wide radius curves were left in the MD trailer, we had to use 
the regular VA corners therefore causing the short leg of the “L” to be not quite 
parallel.  
 
Assembly and operation was directed by several of our A type personalities.  
“Fire Marshall” Allen Crotts assessed the clearances around the walls and posts 
making sure the layout met Virginia fire code.  Our new member Chris Munson 
pitched in and offered his architectural experience in aligning the tables that were 
misaligned due to the lack of the wide radius curves. 
 
 With a little give and take, we were finally satisfied with the layout.  John and Nik 
pitched in to assemble the center island tables which were used to house our 
train equipment.  Glen MacKinnon who drove Krash 1 made sure we had all the 
necessary assets out of the trailer and ready for setup. 
 
Steve Kehn was onboard to hook up the electric for train operations.  AC was 
plugged in and once again “no shorts”.  DCS and TMCC were connected and 
ready to operate at 9:17 a.m.   Our train whistles could be heard throughout the 
museum.  We were in business. Saturday was a good operating day.  All sorts of 
trains were evident and the crowds seemed pleased.   
 
Don Roberts brought his sanding and coaling towers which were set up next to 
Regis’ tank farm.  It gave a nice industrial look to the layout.  Next to Regis’ 
module was Jack Frost’s dinky toy army module—a nice addition.   
 

Members began placing items on the layout and hooking up 
the animations.  Chuck and Michelle Pestacchi brought their 
circus setup with a Ferris wheel, Tilt-A-Whirl, Big Top show  
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and Lighted Carousel.  Michelle was a great sport having to 
duck down in her wheel chair to get in and out of the layout.

   
Ken Warren had a Christmas scene with Dept. 56 buildings, black engine and 
freight cars to match.  This was Ken’s second show with a module. He is now 
qualified to be a full member. George Tsakiris setup a two-stall engine barn with 
a bump-and-go trolley running in and out of it.  “Bear” set up his John Deere 
tractor store with tractors surrounding it.  “Bear” ran his GG1 engine and 
passenger set -  Just right for WWII travel.  He had a Pittsburgh & WVA 4-6-0 
engine that pulled 12 huge log cars.  Six cars had real logs and 6 cars had plastic 
logs.  I wonder if the lumber mill they were being delivered to would know how to 
make plastic 2 X 4s.   
 
Bill Creech brought his UP challenger to pull a mixed freight and 6 Sherman tank 
flat cars.  “Bear” contributed another 6 car set of Sherman tanks which made a 
believable consist.  It was great to see so many members bringing items that 
reflected a military theme throughout the show.  Bill Creech’s modules sported a 
long passenger station.  I could imagine all the military people ready to board his 
Army troop train as it pulled into the station. 
 
Allen Crotts was a great help in setting up the tables, aligning and connecting the 
tracks.  He brought his N & W Y6B engine with a military consist and a Midland 
GP-20 with PS 2 & 4 hoppers. 
 
Bob Bitzer set up his two “white theme” Dept. 56 
Christmas display modules.  Bob ran his white Alco 
PA Freedom engine and passenger cars.   When 
the whistle blew, the Star Spangled Banner played.  
He also brought his Penn K-4 with seven smooth 
sided Tuscan passenger cars. 

 
 

Regis set up his Texaco fueling station module to provide the necessary fuel for 
our fighting troops.  His Southern O-6-O switcher pulled tank cars while a Norfolk 
Southern and Sante Fe diesels pulled freight. 
 
Matt Kehn sported his “Crabby Mats” smoking diner and warehouse.  Matt also 
brought an Army missile firing engine and freight consist.  In the confusion of 
firing his missiles, Matt rear-ended Tony Hawker’s brand new Orient Express 
passenger train, a small bump but enough to derail the train.  Damage was noted 
by the resident Safety Officer with a photograph of the incident to be placed on 
the “wall of shame”.  All was taken in good spirits with no harm done.  Tony 
brought his new European engines: The Blue Princess of Athol, the Duke of 
Abercorn, and a green Orient Express engine with blue passenger cars. 
 
To the delight of many visitors, Joe Helsing brought his “Perils of Pauline” 
animated display.  As the train rounds the curb, there is a young woman tied to 
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the track with no hope of escape.  At the very last second, a Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police Officer pulls her to safety.  Of course, this all takes place next to 
the oil field where several walking beam horse head pumps and bubbling oil 
wells owned by the Snidley Whiplash Helsing Oil Company is operating.  Joe 
also ran his two BNSF & Katy SD 70-ACE engines, as a double header with a 
large freight load behind them. 
 
Early Sunday morning (8 a.m.), John and Nick Masiyowski along with Regis 
Hawkins, wiped down the track using isopropyl alcohol and were surprised at the 
amount of dirt on the track.  Nik then ran a DCS “track signal” test and found 
“tens” were all the way around the layout.  Once again we were open for 
business.   
 
As the morning progressed, Bob Bitzer was looking under the modules for loose 
wiring and discovered, to his surprise, that the bus harnesses were not 
connected.  After further inspection, we found about ¼ of the layout was not 
plugged together.  This was remedied with no apparent effect on the ongoing 
train operations.  If there was ever any doubt about the effectiveness of Steve 
Kehn’s filter solution for DCS, it can be laid to rest.  DCS works beautifully and 
the filters are transparent to all other operations.  It also says the condition of our 
track and the track connections are not too shabby either.  We can have 
confidence that when the proper electrical connections are made, our controls 
work as advertised.   
 

 

 Chris Munson brought an 
original “City of Denver” Lionel 
train set.  Here’s his story—
“Dad’s City of Denver U.P. 
Streamliner”.  Prior to Pearl 
Harbor, my Dad Hank Munson, 
Capt., USN and my Mom, Ann 
Munson, were stationed in 
Honolulu.  Dad was assigned 
on the submarine USS 
Porpoise.  Dad loved trains 
and so for their first Christmas 
in 1939, my Mom gave him a 
Lionel #E636W City of Denver 
Streamliner set.

 
That train ran every year on 3 successively larger layouts throughout its history 
except when Dad was out to sea captaining a submarine.  In 1960, the trains 
Dad had collected were stored until this winter 2010.  I then traded them off 
except for the City of Denver.  Cleaned and lubed, the “City” runs fast and quiet 
like it did when it first ran in 1939.  The train is 71 years old and not for sale.” 
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John and Nik Masiyowski brought their two modules with a passenger station 
and switch tower placed between the two main tracks.  They ran a 4-4-2 B&O 
steam engine with a nice freight consist and also their M-1 engine that pulled flat 
cars with Sherman tanks, custom made Jeeps, an Army boxcar and a gondola 
with a rubber chicken.   
 
It was great to see Jake Evans show up with his UP 4-6-6-4 yellow and gray 
Challenger pulling his yellow passenger cars - Perfect for the 1930’s era.  Clem 
Clement brought a 1951 O gauge olive green Russian engine and passenger set.  
It was manufactured by the Moscow Tool and Cable Company.  They also 
manufactured parts for their missile systems.  Clem wasn’t sure there were 
missile parts in his train or train parts in their missiles.  Boy!  Did that train fly 
down the tracks.  Jim Warrenton ran his tinplate 262-E engine and red passenger 
cars on the outer loop.  Mike Smith brought his Chessie GP-30 diesel powered 
and dummy engines pulling military flat cars with road graders, transformers, coal 
coil cars and a boxcar with an ETD.  Bill Robins although didn’t bring trains to 
run, came early Saturday morning to help set up and was there to help take 
down and load the equipment.   
 
There is a new section installed this year inside the museum.  The new Dioramas 
bring to light a detailed description of the beginning of the US Marine Corps.  In 
the main entrance hall hanging from the ceiling, are planes that played pivotal 
roles in the several wars that the Marines served in--an F4U 4-prop Corsair, a 
Harrier jump jet, and Pappy Boynton’s Corsair from the “Black Sheep” Squadron.   
 
Our layout size was an L-patterned 40 X 32 feet.  Total attendance for both days 
was 2,417 people.  After breakdown and a group photo, 26 members went to 
Dixie Bones for some great beer, pulled pork and apple cobbler.   
 
Track Master Michael Fistere 
 
  


